
PATS DIESEL SERVICES DALBY 100 
 
With 54 entries the PDS Dalby 100 was going to be a busy weekend and with perfect weather. It got underway with 
Stuart Chapman topping the field in prologue driving his new single seat Chenowth 
Unlimited buggy. At the end of day one, Stuart Chapman, Kye Floyd and Bailey Coxon where the top 3 contenders. 
 
When the sun set 25 thrill seekers lined up for the short course Dash in the Dark. Stuart again topped the time 
sheets with Clayton Chapman and Jason Keane hot on his heals. Darren Angel took home the Dodgy Wiring award 
after all, but one small light stopped working quickly into 
his run. Nicci Orr was given the Worst Lights award after her night run. All 
winners took home Night Armour sponsored products. 
 
After nearly 100km of racing Jan Kraaij took the Unlimited class win with Craig Krog in 2nd after a late 
night in the shed after fixing some damage from a tree altercation. Stuart was relegated 
to 3rd due to clipping a tree. 

 
 
Class 1 was won by Guy Hicks after a hassle free run, the double entered car of Darren Angel and Scott Wilcox 2nd 
and 3rd. 

 
 
Class 2 was dominated by Nicci Orr in her debut drive in their new buggy only missing one section due to a small wir-
ing issue. 

 
 



Taylor Teichmann overcome steering issues to take home the class 3 trophy. 

 
 
The class 4 and 5 entries of Miles Newborn and Micheal Ranson where the crowd pleasers all weekend never failing 
to entertain with their sideways style. 

 
 
The hotly contested class 6 had 11 starters and was wrapped up with Kye Floyd, Bailey Coxon and Kye Camilleri tak-
ing home the trophies home in that order. 

 
 
In class 6S Brice Derrick took the win with Darren Brandon in 2nd keeping his son Luke at bay who took out 3rd. 

 
 



As always class 7 was closely contested with Luke Peterson who led Saturday but had wiring issues and that allowed 
Micheal Topfer to take out the win with Tony Dalton taking out 3rd 
in class. 

 
 
Class 8 first place trophy was once again taking out by Ross Challacombe with a consistent drive and no dramas. 2nd 
and 3rd places were awarded to Christian Trusz and Clayton Chapman 
after they both suffered issues throughout the weekend. 

 
 
In class 10 Jason Keane and Brett Baker were pushing hard in the double entered Racer buggy but a broken axel 
made them suffer on the time sheets. Damian Cowdroy-Ling had a great run all weekend to take out the win. 

 



 
Clayton Taylor returned to the driver’s seat and took a convincing win in class 66 with Ashley MacMaster 2nd and 
Ross Newman in 3rd. 

 
 
The Junior class was heavily contested as always with Kye Camilleri, Josh Wiedman and Luke  
Brandon taking honors. 

 
 
It was great to see our ladies having a go with 7 taking to the track. Anna Phillis in her freshly wrapped Polaris named 
the Pink Lady took out 1st with Jasmine Chellew and Taylor Teichmann 
coming in 2nd and 3rd. 



 
 
Our Future Champions class was contested by Lincoln Taylor and Toby Musico who had his first  
offroad drive at this event. 
Both boys had a fantastic drive with Lincoln pipping Toby to the post by a few 
minutes. 

 
 
It was an overall a fantastic weekend of racing, a huge thanks to our property owners who put in countless hours of 
work and allowed us to use their land. Also, thanks to our sponsors, without their 
help the Championship would not be what it is. Mickey Thompson Tyres, ARB 4x4 Accessories, Comiskey Mining Ser-
vices, Lucas Pawpaw Remedies, Fraser Coast Sand and Gravel, North Lakes  
Hotel and Chapmans Dyno Tuning. 

 


